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ABSTRACT
New curriculum emphases and new devices to make

language teaching more productive are needed to meet the needs of
students who are involved in a new age. The following assumptions
should be implicit in developing an oral language program plan: oral
language is vital to thinking, reading,.and writing; mass media have
created a new and different society; the nature of the student being
taught is different; the role of the teacher is in need of
modification; and new tools and techniques are needed to improve oral
language teaching and to increase learning. An oral language program
designed to promote awareness and emphasize the usefulness of
language in different ways includes: a concentrated emphasis on oral
language in specific oral language classes at the elementary and
junior high school level; a diffused emphasis on oral language in the
language arts classes; and an expanded oral language offering in
senior high school English classes. (LL)
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COI.MUT.:ICATION SKILLS FOR THE AG.1, OF AQUARiU3

We are told in the musical, HAIR, that this is the Ac;e of

Aquarius when peace will guide tale planets and love will steer

the stars. This prophetic stotemellt, to which many of our

students subscribe, pretty well-sums up their attitude toward

school and society. They reject war, hypocrisy, unnecessary

conventions, infringements on freedom, things material, and

not being treated with respect. In many diverse and subtle

ways they are a new and different group than we have previously

encountered in school..

Today's student in the Age of Aquarius is an individual

with greatly enlarged horizons, having seen and heard much

more of the world than his predecessors of the"iast generation'.

His framework for viewing the world and society may be awkward,

superficial, inaccurate and complex, but, nonetheless, it is

new and different. He is able to identify with great masses

of other young people with whom he is eager to conform.

He has different prestige figures, is impatient with messages

that do not say anything, requires a mutual understanding of

objectives', desires an understanding of the context from which

others speak and the ability to speak to that context. He

Wishes to be heard and understood. He is overflowing with

experiences, impressions, attitudes that meed to be expressed.

He races through a series of fads from language to haircuts

in demonstrating freedom from rigid cultural, intellectual,

aesthetic and behavioral tradition. Since he passively

consumes two to four hours.of television each day, he

desperately needs "to talk things out, to get it together,

to develop deep concepts and linguistic labels to attach

to them. While, in many ways the student in the Age of

Aquarius is a powerful, challenging and different person,

he still requires a teacher to guide and 'give order to his

experiences.
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glue te:kclic,r for the Ac,e of Anu-rius, thProfore, laust have a

new bLi fillc:d with iiiventivenoss and elithusiatii, and must

respect the fret in,'luence of tLe world outs7i.do the elms- -

room toward inspiring the stuCrmates curiosity about intellectual

matters. Re must be able to capitalize on this and give it

orc:Lnizatio:I. Ile will understand the nolTetition of mass

media and be able to give difection, not directions. He

must bo a teacher who is also a student. He understands

that respon.le is a function of the whole personality, that

active participation increases lerlrning, that an individual

will choose the message that will reward him and that is

accessible, that variety is better than a single method of

instruction. Ho has achieved a n ©w level of professional

significance, is emancipated from being merely a pPesenter

of information and blue pencil surgeon. He is not just

English teacher, but rather, language specialist, communica-

tion artist, dynamic curriculum development specialist for

the Age of Aquarius.

The demands of this age, research knowledge about the

acquisition and control of language, and linguistic discoveries

have fostered a burgeoning interest in spoken communication.

This subject or skill, however, has heretofore, been a

neglected part of the curriculum on the secondary level

and almost non-existent on the elementary level - even
though in every listing of language arts speaking and
listening are included.

el

Until Gutd#enberg, oral language was the primary means of

communication. Greek oratory and drama were meant to be

delivered orally and were done so until they were rendered
silent by print. Christianity, the morality play and news
were all spread by the oral language medium. In the Age
of Aquarius, roots of uhis oral tradition are still to be
found.
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ro,_!tr.; is s'Ill 1,st communicated orally; social grievances

are arr,uel 111rouh fnce-to-f ce confrontaticn; Aunt Tilly in

neigIlhorIT:r. state u.;ually cmprehens better what is staid

over the telephone as we "lower the coat of loving" than what

is written in a letter. For many, a more satisfying religious

experience occurs with oral participation. We select our

national leaders more on the basis of what they say and how

they s=ay it than on the basis of what they write. We are

much more speckers rind listncrs than we are readers and

writers. From the cry of Neanderthal Ilaq to the shouts

of angry revolutionaries in the street to the seductive

whispers from Midison Avenue, oral language is a highly

effective medium for communicating and getting a response.

Oral language was not only the original kind of human

communication but continues to be the most commonly used

for giving instructions, for change, for action.

This, however, is also an age of melancholy trends. Kids

are bad off! Far too many have needs which are not being

met by existing curricular offerings in English and language

arts. Research findings go largely unheeded and are often

relegated to a spot on the library shelf to gather dust.

Too many students move through their school careers without

assimilating the skills they urgently need for.this now,

different and oral world. The fluid, easy, knowledgable

command of the language which they have every right to

expect, they rarely receive. All children suffer because

of this, and as usual, the poor, disadvantaged children

suffer most. Environmental deprivation and linguistic

deprivation usually go hand-in-hand. Many social and

vocational doors are closed to the linguistically-handi-

capped student who uses so little of the potential of

his language.
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2t_.s of 1::!412:q-:e educntion prourn=

obstaelle to the development

of full

At this;

11:471!(.,

junctu-e 1%

fur tnc vt:Icent in the Ace of Aquarius.

1L,Th:(1. t;twi:i, it is ner:essary for every

lanruace Leaohep t, develo;) new attitudes, new understandings

and a new co=itLent to the rotink out of time- wasting; activities.

Among the 1%ore vif;ible testimonie17, of the effectiveness of

language frocra:.: are the scoreo attained by students on

stan(aardi:;e3. test:1. Fur years we have been using these

instn;ments tu mere the effectiveness of language learning

and thrn to strew::: 1:urils into programs which have life-long

consequences.

A review of State Assessment and Iowa Test results indicate

that many of these students do not at+-ain scores reflective

of competence in the language skills being measured. The

skills of inference which constitute a major part of the reading

segment of these tests are skills which receive little attention

in most classrooms. when literal comprehension receives the

major emphasis, as is true in most reading programs, the

important reasoning skills which will be measured on the

standardized test are neglected. Neglected because it is

assumed that these skills will be learned incidentally.

Neglected because most of the time is devoted to the simpler

skills of acquiring subject matter. The skills of problem

solving, speaking and listening have long been listed among

langucce arts objectives but not always achieved.

When probed deeply, meagerness of verbal expression and

depressed intellectual functioning are two facets of the

same problem. There is a relationship between language

proficiency a:id the ability to think, and between spoken

language competence and reading competence. Today, subject

matter, while repecte0., does not sustain. Students need an

arena, a f:: um for tne exchange of ideas and analysis of

information.
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The ie inni--: ents roil. by th-mnelves hove little validity

until the s':111:; me-,-olred are nl:lo the skillo

being t.it-ht. Th'n ;n not to sny thnt the test should dictr,te

the curriculum but rnther th-,t the curriculun, provide training

in the broade-t dimNinion of lnlvunge so that; the competencies

being assessed nre n? :;o those in which the student has had an

oppor4nnity to pnrticipflte -nd practice.

Altocether too often inference is disregarded in teaching in

favor of outcomes which nre easier to descri"t and to measure.

Reading, for instance, is really a thought - ,.setting process.

The development of mechnnionl proficiency in the recognition

of the printed word is not enough. By the drawing of

reasonal,le inferences from information and by distinguishing

among interpretations which are entirely supported by the

date, partly supported, irrelevant, probably false, and

entirely false, this skill may be reinforced.

Students learn how to use lanc7u,Ige and that it works, with

little or no understanding; of why it produces results. In

drawing conclusions about a given problem, they usually

evalunte the conclusions reached by others who have studied

the problem. Unquestionably, the pupil does original thinking

on a given issue less frequently than he chooses among the

conclu lions of others.

To use oral sources effectively, the pupil should understand

the "if-then" approach, the conditions under which indirect

argument leads to valid conclusions, etc. It is not enough

fof the pupil to recognize the forms of argument which are

intellectually honest, he should be able also to recognize

those which are dishonest, propagenda, etc.
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-,eme unjlerlyinr, lc-ical iintruction

follow. Otr!:nts evi,]ence+

1. knowledre of the rinciples underlying the

cronpinc7 nnd or&ring of words.

(Try to modify conventional forms of sentences,

exercises, written information, etc. so that

rote learning is less likely to provide the

"correct" rinswer.)

2. realiration of the lof;ical implications of

related ideas or prorositions.

(List a number of simple propositions and ask

students to state the converse and the inverse

for each. Then record the truth or falsity of

the proposition. i.e., Proposition: All elephants

are large animals. Converse: All large animals

are elephants. Inverse: All animals that are not

elephants are not large. The converse and inverse

are either both true or both false.)

3. recognition and formulation of assumptions underlying

an argument.

(If a conclusion follows logically from certain

assumptions, then one either accepts the conclusion

or rejects the assumption. In stating arguments,

some acceptable proofs should be mixed with unaccept

able proofs.)

4. understanding of coherent logical sequence.

(Present numbered statements of a story or problem

and asl: students to organize them logically.)

To (4,evelop relational thinking skill, students should be able to.

1. recognize relationships

(Prob'em situations may be presented end the students

asked to discuss factors on which the result depends.

Arr!lyze true or false statements. Insufficient or

unneeded data may be pfesented. Students determine

how much is enough.)
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(;)fi:w11:-%; t ht intellectual merits of' a

1.ieLz..re war, a6vertieLaints, etc.)

a::s(,ciate wor,:iL: with vitu:itis

(De::crdbe a FitJatli)n in wh-!ch the word, "obsequious",

mirnt be u:.1e.)

rec)Lhize tae miL-Ie of a word in context.

(The rroriuct of 4:1 :ad 0.3!:, is 1,116.)

.ti the oral lallr.;ac,e frz..ework the student has the opportunity

to analye, synthesi7e, dir,criminate, compare, generalize about a

variety of experience. hour should pass during the school day

without pertting the rtu::ent z:n opportunity to engage in

reflective tninkinc and to rarticipate in an oral language

activity. in Ler= of developing higher intellectual skills,

participatiun is clearly suerier to spectatorship.

The concern thus far in this discussion with the needs of students

in a new ago. To complete the picture it is necessary to consider

new curriculuzfi emphases and new devices to make language teaching

more productive. There are many prospects in this area and the

following is offered as one plan for involving students K-12 in

oral language activities which also provide opportunity for

instruction in thinking.

Implicit in this plan are the following assumptions:

1. Oral language is vital to thinking and to reading

and writing.

2. Vass media have created a new and different society.

3. The nature of the student being taught is different.

4. The role of the teacher is in need of modification.

5. New tools and techniques are needed to improve oral

language teaching and to increase learning.
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n culTiculum deri:7n based on the

0.1.1-.1e].: vehicle et: lioteuiLc and sieaking. It recornizes

tne liLcisLie cetence of students when they enter

schel and vital role tn:A oral language plays in the life

el' every injividual. (% program of language learning

which ples awitreness and ephasizes the usefulness of

languace :ifferent wa :s under varied circumstances.

This three-faceted oral laneuag,e procram includes:

1. tne concentrated emphasis on oral language in

specific oral languave classes on the elementary

and junior high scnool level. The objective is

to provide iractical learning experiences in

speaking and listening so that students can

become proficient in the two-way process of

conzfiunication.

2. the diffused emi,nasis on oral language in the

language arts classes. The relationship between

oral language skills and written language skills

is a vital one. Oral language development serves

as the underlying base for the development of

reading achievement.

3. the expanded oral language offering in senior

high school English classes. The goal of this'

emphasis is to create an articulate student with

facility in oral expression sufficient for the

attainment of social and professional goals.

The new tools of communication which technology has provided

are devices which can also make teaching better. Their accept-

ance in tne claosroom has been slow, however. This is probably

because of inconvenient access, lack of knowledge of utilization

perhaT a certain condescension.. The teaching value of

these tools is known, how(:ver, and should receive considera-

tion in the modern cla::sroom.
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co;:.v1c;te without some of the

%!vice:7.

1:in4.:;cope

-viAL.;trips

- commercial, e:IucatioLal and closed circuit

Records tares - co=ercial and "home-made"

Tal)o-retarder cassettes

Earphor,es

Mese devices should free the teacher from the routine delivery

of expository material and facilitate the Guidance of student

l earninc.

"Ivhen the moon is in the veventh house, and Jupiter aliens with

are, and new lancu%ge knol,lede and methods find their way into

the clasnrova, perhflps we will witness "the mind's true liberation"

in an era of "harmony and understanding", a true "Age of Aquarius."


